
CENTROID Swapout/Repair Price Sheet    Prices and Policy Effective 11-15-16

The industry's most affordable replacement parts are available for every servo based CENTROID CNC control ever 
made. CENTROID designs and manufactures its own CNC CPU's, axis motor amplifiers, and machine tool PLC's, 
ensuring parts are always in stock if you should need them. With a CENTROID CNC you'll be able to keep your 
machine running for many years to come. A CENTROID CNC control has been designed for up-time! CENTROID has 
combined uncommon reliability with affordable CNC replacement parts, simple control maintenance, and upgrades 
that will keep your CNC machine making chips!

To minimize machine downtime, swapout components are on the shelf ready for fast delivery, here is how it works.
We send you a replacement component right away, you send back the faulty component- OR- You send us faulty 
component we repair and send back to you the same repaired component.
Core charges and core policies apply to swapout components that are drop shipped. 
Typical core charges range in the $250-$500 depending on component. 
You have two weeks to return the Core to receive the core charge credit, 30 days return for International customers.
There are no core charges if you request that we repair and return the original part. 

- If you send us a component and we evaluate it and you decide not to repair it or swap it out there is a minimum 
evaluation charge of $175.
- If the time to repair the component is lower than the fixed repair cost, the repair cost will be the lower of the two with a 
minimum repair charge of $375
- Sometimes swap out components are not available, in that case there are two choices,
1.) Repair existing component 2.) Buy a new replacement component

email or call tech support to order repair or replacement parts. 
support@centroidcnc.com ,  814-353-9256 press 4
You will receive an RMA # to use to ship any items to support. Please call or email for the RMA number before 
shipping components.



Description Part # Swapout 
/Repair Price

New 

Axis Drive Components
ACDC 30amp 12854 $798 $1,490

ACDC 60amp 12855 $849 $1,595

SERVO1 10157(12A) 10158(15A/25A) $805 $1,510

QUADDRV1 10011(12A) 10012(15A/25A) $985 $1,840

SERVO3IO 10463(12A) 10483(15A) $765 $1,435

DC3IO 10799(12A) 10803(15A) $725 $1,360

DCSINGLE 10719(12A) 10846(15A) $495 No Longer Sold

SERVO4 10494 $1,156 No Longer Sold

DC1 11112 $330 $620

SD-3 10708 $1,015 $1,905

SD1 (Low Power) 10722 $701 $1315

SD1 (High Power) 10839 $925 $1,645

OPTIC1 / NOPTIC1 10033 $460 $860

PLC Components

PLC 3/3 10116 $132 $250

RTK2 10034 $640 $1,199

PLC 15/15 10044 $440 $825

PLCIO2 10503 $697 $1,310

RTK3 10755 $697 $1,310

MPU11 Components

OAK Board without Software 14440 $535 $1,060

MPU11 without Software 11012 $430 $805

ALLIN1DC without Software 14028 $875 $1,645

GPIO4D 11018 $517 $970

OPTIC4 11013 $405 $757

PLCADD1616 11025 $240 $445

ADD4AD4DA 11141 $295 $550

RTK4 12563 $715 $1,341

OPTICDIRECT 12554 $240 $450

Jog Pendant (CNC11) 11077 Not Available $765

LEGACYADD 11176 $170 $325

CPU Components

CPU7/9 without software 10141 $515 No Longer Sold

All CPU10 Cards, No software 10790 $460 No Longer Sold

Accessories

Rev A (T-shaped) Jog Pendant 10274 Not Applicable $1,305

Rev B (Rectangular) Jog Pendant 10703 (CNC10) 11077 (CNC11) Not Applicable $795, $765

DP4 (Hardware Replacement) 13979 $1,045
See Software & 
Accessories 
Price Sheet

DP7 (Hardware Replacement) 14032 $1,495

TT1 (Hardware Replacement) 13976 $385

TT2 (Hardware Replacement) 14033 $800

CNC4 Stepper Motor components

Micro1 (stepper motor driver) 10134 $775 n/a
CPU4 (stepper motion control card) 651 $825 n/a
CPU3 CPU3 $815 n/a
CNC4 I/O board 814 $525 n/a
Operator control panel 966 $125 n/a
Power supply board 641 $350 n/a
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